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Forward-Looking Statements

Certain statements in this presentation may constitute “forward-looking statements” as defined in the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Any forward-looking statements contained herein are
subject to a number of risks, trends and uncertainties that could cause actual results or company
actions to differ materially from what is expressed or implied by these statements, including risks
relating to the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and its effect on our revenues, particularly our
nonpolitical advertising revenues. Potential regulatory actions, changes in consumer behaviors and
impacts on and modifications to TEGNA’s operations and business relating thereto and TEGNA’s
ability to execute on its standalone plan, including its ability to re-price or renew subscribers and
execute on its share repurchase program, can also cause actual results to differ materially. Other
economic, competitive, governmental, technological and other factors and risks that may affect
TEGNA’s operations or financial results are discussed in our Annual Report on Form 10-K and
Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q. Any forward-looking statements in this presentation should be
evaluated in light of these important risk factors. TEGNA is not responsible for updating the
information contained in this presentation beyond the published date.
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Five Pillars of Value Creation Driving Strong Growth

I

Execute as a best-in-class operator

II
III
IV
V

Pursue accretive M&A opportunities, including
adjacent businesses and technologies
Actively drive growth opportunities through organic innovation
such as Premion, our best-in-class OTT advertising platform

Leverage our strong balance sheet for value creation

Generate strong free cash flow and make capital decisions
that support our balanced capital allocation process
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Business Strategy Driving Record Performance and Long-Term Value
Five Key Pillars
I. Best-in-Class
Operator

II. Accretive M&A

III. Growth
Opportunities

IV. Strong
Balance Sheet
V. Free Cash Flow /
Capital Allocation

Superior Execution
▪ Achieved record third quarter total company revenue, subscription revenue, and advertising and marketing services (“AMS”)
revenue; on track to meet or exceed full-year 2021 financial guidance for all key metrics
▪ AMS revenue grew 12% from 2019 on a pro forma basis1 despite continued impact of current supply chain issues on auto category
▪ Expect full year subscription revenue to grow by mid-to-high teens percent YoY in 20212
▪ Acquired 16 stations representing ~$1.8B of transaction value since becoming a pure-play in 20173
▪ Integrated acquired stations successfully with the new stations being accretive to FCF and EPS, achieving synergies ahead of schedule and
strategically located in high-spend political battleground states
▪ Expanded our audience, customer base and technical capabilities through recent acquisitions (e.g., Locked On), and commercial
arrangements (e.g., FreeWheel, TVSquared)
▪ Continuing to scale Premion, which generated $145M+ of revenue in 2020, representing 40%+ YoY growth, with continued strong revenue
growth of 45 to 50% in 2021
▪ Capitalizing on growth of Over-the-Air (OTA) television audiences through Twist (launched in April 2021), as well as True Crime Network
and Quest multicast networks
▪ Earning incremental revenue from continued online sports betting legalization efforts, with three-quarters of expected live states in 2022
within TEGNA's advertising footprint

▪ Reached net leverage of 3.39x as of the end of Q3 2021, more than $800 million of debt reduction since the 2019 acquisitions4
▪ Achieved the year-end target of low 3x net leverage one quarter earlier than planned
▪ Increased capital flexibility with more than $1.3 billion of available capacity on $1.5 billion revolver as of September 30, 2021
▪ Actively reviewing all additional capital allocation options at the Board level, with a goal of staying below 4x net leverage
▪ Expect to achieve high end of 2020-2021 free cash flow as a percentage of 2020-2021 revenue guidance range of 21.5-22.0%
▪ During the quarter, updated timing of the current $300 million share repurchase program announcing our plans to complete the program,
repurchasing shares on an opportunistic basis and subject to blackouts, one year earlier than its expiration date in December 2023
▪ Increased quarterly dividend 36% in July 2021

1 “Pro

forma” reflects 2019 acquisitions as if they had been completed on July 1, 2019. See pro forma reconciliation in our third quarter press release
Relative to full-year 2020 results
3 Includes all material acquisitions since becoming a pure-play in 2017, totaling ~$1.8B in value – KFMB’s San Diego stations, Toledo/Midland-Odessa, True Crime/Quest,
Dispatch, and Nexstar/Tribune divestitures
4 “Acquisitions” includes (1) the Nexstar/Tribune acquisitions (completed September 19, 2019) and (2) the Dispatch acquisitions (completed August 8, 2019)
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Strategically Expanded Portfolio of Big Four Stations, Accelerating Future Growth

2018 – 2019

2020

2021+

Strengthening the Portfolio with Strategic,
Immediately Accretive Acquisitions1

Superior Execution Resulting
in a Record Year

Accelerating Growth
and Delivering Value

✓ Acquired stations in high-spend key
political battleground states
✓ Post-acquisition, EBITDA margins of
acquired stations improved +275bps2
✓ Immediately accretive to FCF and EPS
within 9 months
✓ True Crime Network and Quest
acquisitions bolstered presence in
rapidly growing OTA market

✓ Record performance in 2020:

‒ Net income of $483M and EBITDA of
$1B+4
✓ Record political advertising revenue
of $446M in 2020:
‒ Up 91% relative to the full year 20185
✓ Secured key commercial
arrangements to expand Premion’s
reach

✓ Expect record midterm broadcast
political advertising in 2022
✓ Continued expansion of high-growth
digital businesses such as Premion and
owned digital offerings including VERIFY
✓ Growth in legalized sports betting, now
the 7th largest advertising category

✓ Generating strong free cash flow,
driven by high-margin, durable
subscription and political revenue and
thoughtful balance sheet management

~$1.8B
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+45%

+28%

+12%

Expect Mid-toHigh Teens

Across 5 Transactions1

Stations Acquired1,3

YoY EBITDA Growth5

YoY Total Revenue
Growth5

Q3 2021 AMS Growth
on a Pro Forma TwoYear Basis6

Growth in Full Year
Subscription Revenue
in 2021 vs. 2020

Note: M&A dates reflect transaction close unless otherwise noted
1 Includes all material acquisitions since becoming a pure-play in 2017, totaling ~$1.8B in value – KFMB’s San Diego stations, Toledo/Midland-Odessa, True Crime/Quest,
Dispatch, and Nexstar/Tribune divestitures
2 Represents comparison between ’17 / ’18 (last two full fiscal years prior to TEGNA ownership) and ’20 / ’21 (first two full fiscal years that include all the material
transactions under TEGNA ownership; assumptions used for 2021 are consistent with previously provided public guidance)
3 Acquisition of 85% of multicast networks not owned from Cooper Media
4 See 2020 Form 10-K page 33 for reconciliation from GAAP net income to adjusted EBITDA
5 As reported
6 “Pro forma” reflects 2019 acquisitions as if they had been completed on July 1, 2019. See pro forma reconciliation in our third quarter press release
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Multiple Growth Levers Creating Value Now and Over Time

Organic Platform
Growth
Net
Subscription
Growth

▪ Strong and
predictable
affiliate fees with
longer term
agreements drive
net subscription
profit growth

Today

▪ Expect mid-tohigh teens
percent
subscription
revenue growth
in 2021

▪ Large digital
footprint and
▪ First-to-market and
expansion of
industry leading OTT
commercial
advertising platform
arrangements
for local and national
(e.g., FreeWheel,
advertisers
TVSquared) to
▪ Almost 75% of U.S.
drive growth
households covered
by local sales force ▪ Expansion of OTA
platforms and
presence, with
introduction of
national sales team
new multicast
reaching 210 DMAs
networks
▪ Continued strong
revenue growth in
▪ Capitalizing on
2021 of 45 to 50%
growing legalized
and further growth
sports betting
beyond
market

Inorganic
Opportunities

▪ Potential for future
M&A in adjacent
growth areas

▪ Ample firepower to
pursue accretive
opportunities

2025+
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Strong Operating Performance, Strategic Capital Allocation Actions Delivering Results
Multiple Consecutive Quarters of Record Results and Capital Allocation Decisions
▪ Achieved record financial results in each of the past four quarters, driven by continued execution of our long-term strategy to maximize value for our shareholders
▪ 2019 acquisitions3 enhanced and diversified our portfolio of Big Four stations in key markets, including election battleground states, and reinforced our
commitment to creating value for our shareholders
▪ Improving subscriber trends with leading Big Four affiliate rates drive visibility into future free cash flow
▪ AMS results bolstered by broad-based strength across advertising categories and TEGNA’s digital offerings including Premion
▪ Updated timing of the current $300 million share repurchase program announcing our plans to complete the program, repurchasing shares on an opportunistic
basis and subject to blackouts, one year earlier than its expiration date in December 2023; increased dividend payment by 36%

Select Q3 2021 Financial Results1 (in $MM)
Financial Metric

Q3 ’21
Result

Total Company
Revenue

$756

Subscription
Revenue

$369

Free Cash Flow

Adjusted
EBITDA
1 For

$137

$244

Achieved Record Q3 AMS Revenue

Q3 ‘21 vs. Q3 ’20 Context/Drivers of YoY Q3 ‘21 vs. Q3 ’19
Result
Performance
Result

Context/Drivers of Two-Year
Performance

Pro Forma Q3 AMS Revenue
(2019 – 2021)2

Record subscription
and AMS revenue

+37%

Impact of acquisitions, as well
as strength in subscription
revenue and AMS

+12%

Rate increases

+53%

Impact of acquisitions and rate
increases

+31%

Impact of acquisitions and
related synergies, growth of
subscription revenue, and
cost reductions

+56%

Impact of acquisitions and
related synergies, growth of
subscription, revenue and
cost reductions

+2%

+16%

-10%

-6%

Absence of record
political revenue

Absence of record
political revenue

full results, see third quarter earnings press release; all numbers provided are as reported unless stated otherwise
“Pro forma” reflects 2019 acquisitions as if they had been completed on July 1, 2019. See pro forma reconciliation in our third quarter press release
3 “Acquisitions” includes (1) the Nexstar/Tribune acquisitions (completed September 19, 2019) and (2) the Dispatch acquisitions (completed August 8, 2019)
2

$364

$325

3Q '19

3Q '21
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Continuing Strong Performance in Fourth Quarter and Full-Year 2021
On track to meet or exceed full-year 2021 financial guidance for all key metrics
Fourth Quarter 2021 Metric

Fourth Quarter 2021 Outlook (relative to fourth quarter 2020)

Total Company GAAP Revenue

▪

-Mid-to-High-Teens percent

Total Non-GAAP Operating Expenses

▪

+Low-to-Mid-Single Digits percent

Non-GAAP Operating Expenses (excluding programming)

▪

Flat-to-down

Full Year 2021 Metric
Subscription Revenue Growth
Corporate Expenses
Depreciation
Amortization
Interest Expense
Capital Expenditures (including non-recurring capital
expenditures)2
Effective Tax Rate
Net Leverage Ratio
2020/21 Free Cash Flow as a % of combined 2020/21
Revenue

1

Relative to full-year 2020 results
$20 – 22 million non-recurring

2 Including

Full Year 2021 Outlook
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

+Mid-to-High teens percent1
$44 – 48 million
$62 – 66 million
$60 – 65 million
$187 – 192 million

▪

$64 – 69 million

▪
▪

24.0 – 25.0%
Low 3x

Achieved year-end target of low 3x net leverage in Q3
2021, one quarter earlier than planned

▪

21.5 – 22.0%

Based on the ongoing strength and visibility of our cash
flows, we expect to finish at the high end of the range
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Best in Class Operator

M&A / Adjacencies

Growth Opportunities

Strong Balance Sheet

FCF / Capital Allocation

Portfolio of Strong Big Four Stations in Key Growing Markets
Largest Independent Owner of Big 4 Affiliates in the Top 25 Markets
(21 stations, 16 Big 4 affiliates)1

$4.3B

Existing scale provides ability to achieve leading Big 4 retrans rates

Market Cap2

Largest

affiliate
group3

~39%

of TV
Households

3rd Largest

64

TV Stations

51

NBC
CBS
ABC
FOX

affiliate
group3

OTHER4

Markets
Source: Nielsen, Company data, Yahoo Finance
1 Based on TV homes reached, excluding O&Os
2 Market Cap as of October 29, 2021
3 Reflected on a pro forma basis pending the transaction between Gray Television and Meredith Corporation and is across all markets; based on
number of TV homes reached, excluding O&Os
4 CW, MyNetwork, Independent and Radio
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Best in Class Operator

M&A / Adjacencies

Growth Opportunities

Strong Balance Sheet

FCF / Capital Allocation

Subscription Revenue Provides Clear Visibility, Stable Free Cash Flow
TEGNA has achieved strong subscription revenue growth over the past decade with a +30% CAGR from 2011 to 2020

Improving Subscriber Trends

Year-over-year subscriber trends
continue to strengthen

Leading Big 4 Retrans Rates
Largest Affiliate Groups

Largest

3rd Largest

from year-end 2020

More predictable affiliate fees from
long-term agreements
Affiliate

Net subscriber trends
improved:

150+ basis points

Long Term Affiliate Agreements

affiliate group1

affiliate group1

Largest owner of Big 4 affiliates
in the top 25 markets

% of subs

Expiration

42%

Early 2024

30%

End of 2022

22%

Late 2023

6%

Mid 2022

✓ Renewals provide clear visibility into future subscription revenue
✓ Expect to accomplish mid-to-high teens percent increase in 2021 subscription revenue
✓ Continued growth in subscription revenue, combined with improvement in AMS revenue and the ongoing benefit of cost saving
initiatives, supports strong free cash flow
1 Reflected

on a pro forma basis pending the transaction between Gray Television and Meredith Corporation
and is across all markets; based on number of TV homes reached, excluding O&Os
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Best in Class Operator

M&A / Adjacencies

Growth Opportunities

Strong Balance Sheet

FCF / Capital Allocation

Diversified Revenue Mix, Weighted Towards Durable and Predictable Revenue
TEGNA’s revenues are diversified, with two of the three major revenue streams largely immune from advertising cycles; high
margin subscription and political revenue comprise 50%+ of total company revenue on a two-year basis
Shift in TEGNA Revenue Composition (in $M)
Key
Advertising & Marketing Services1

$2,938

Political

31

Subscription
Other2

$2,207

Total Revenue3

26

$1,903

21

23
719

1 Advertising

29

38

446

234
1,005

1,287

1,175

2020
Election Year

Subscription
+ Political
Revenue
> 50% of Total
Two-Year
Revenue

841

1,140

1,107

1,227

2017

2018
Election Year

2019

& Marketing Services: Advertising (Excluding Political) + Digital revenue
Includes other services such as production of programming and advertising material
3 Total Revenue do not exactly sum to the total of individual revenue due to rounding
2

$2,299

Composition Mix

< 50%

2020 - 2021E
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Best in Class Operator

M&A / Adjacencies

Growth Opportunities

Strong Balance Sheet

FCF / Capital Allocation

Well Positioned to Capture Political Revenue in Future Years
TEGNA’s local broadcast stations are the preferred medium to broadly reach targeted constituents
2022 Political Outlook

▪

TEGNA’s outlook for political revenue in 2022
continues to strengthen after our initial outlook in
September, with expectations that political
advertising will see new records compared to the
prior midterm four-year election cycle in 2018

▪

TEGNA’s strength of execution and geographic reach
positions the Company well for the 2022 election
cycle, with nearly all competitive U.S. Senate and
gubernatorial races within TEGNA’s footprint

2022 Senate and Gubernatorial Races
in TEGNA’s Footprint
Key
Senate Race

Competitive Senate Race

Gubernatorial Race

Competitive Gubernatorial Race

Senate Race and Gubernatorial Race
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Best in Class Operator

M&A / Adjacencies

Growth Opportunities

Strong Balance Sheet

FCF / Capital Allocation

Experienced and Proven Integration Team Leading Successful Acquisitions
Since 2018, completed six acquisitions totaling ~$1.8B, strengthening our market
positioning, portfolio of stations and creating shareholder value1
Close Date
Feb 2018

Jan 2019

Jun 2019

Aug 2019

Sep 2019

Jan 2021

Size

Deal

Rationale

$325M

Acquisition of Midwest
Television, Inc.’s
Broadcasting Stations in
San Diego, CA

$105M

Acquisition of leading
Capitalize on consolidation opportunities
stations in Toledo, OH and
and further enhance our portfolio of Big
Odessa, TX from Gray
Four affiliates
Television

$77M2

Acquisition of multicast
networks True Crime
Network and Quest from
Cooper Media

Maximize growth in OTA audience and
offer unique ad-supported programming

$535M

Acquisition of Dispatch
Broadcast Group’s
Leading, Top Ranked
Stations in IN and OH

Grow portfolio of Big Four affiliates; both
television stations are the dominant #1
station in their respective markets

$740M

Acquisition of 11 local TV
Stations in 8 Markets from
Nexstar

Add complementary markets to TEGNA’s
existing portfolio of top network affiliates,
including four affiliates in presidential
spending battleground states

$14M

Acquisition of Locked On
Podcast Network, the
leading and innovative
podcast network for local
sports

Expand TEGNA’s presence in the
quickly growing podcast market; build
on TEGNA’s overall sports footprint,
expand into video

all material acquisitions since becoming a pre-play in 2017, totaling ~$1.8B in value – KFMB’s San Diego stations,
Toledo/Midland Odessa, True Crime/Quest, Dispatch, Nexstar/Tribune divestitures, and Locked On
2 Acquisition of 85% of multicast networks not owned from Cooper Media
3 As of September 2021. Source: Nielsen
4 As of September 2021. Source: Megaphone

Add a strong market to its portfolio of Big
Four affiliates (San Diego was the 29th
largest U.S. TV market with 1.1 million
households at the time of the acquisition)

Achievements

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Successfully integrated, accretive to EPS in less than
a year and immediately FCF accretive

Successfully integrated, accretive to EPS in less than
a year and immediately FCF accretive

True Crime Network and Quest are reaching ~89% and
~80% of U.S. TV households, respectively3

Successfully integrated, accretive to EPS in less than
a year and immediately FCF accretive

Successfully integrated, accretive to EPS in less than
a year and immediately FCF accretive
Podcasts downloaded/viewed more than 75.6 million times
year-to-date through the end of Q3 20214
90+ shows available on YouTube
Debuted the first-ever daily podcast dedicated to historically Black
college and universities’ (HBCU) athletes and sports, on August 1

1 Includes
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Best in Class Operator

M&A / Adjacencies

Growth Opportunities

Strong Balance Sheet

FCF / Capital Allocation

Growth Initiatives Driving Diversification and Innovation in Multiple
Revenue Streams with Little Incremental Investment
Leveraging technology and content innovation to capitalize on monetization opportunities and connect with
consumers across a multitude of digital platforms. YTD Monthly Active Users are +27%1 and Total Video Plays are +14%2.

AVOD3 Streaming
▪

Industry-Leading Premium OTT Advertising Platform
across 210 DMAs

▪

Received two awards in the Cynopsis Digital Awards,
including Best Audience-Based Buying Platform
and Outstanding Brand Safety Strategy

▪

Extending our local owned and operated (O&Os)
brands through websites and mobile apps,
reaching more than 38 million unduplicated
monthly visitors in September 20214

Over-the-Air (OTA) Growth
▪

Well-positioned to capitalize on OTA growth; 22% of
U.S. TV homes broadcast-only5

▪

True Crime Network, Quest, and Twist are reaching
~89%, ~80%, and ~76% of U.S. TV households,
respectively6

▪

In September, Quest launched a free, adsupported streaming network on Roku, FireTV,
Apple TV, Android, and iOS

▪

In April, debuted Twist, a new multicast
entertainment network for women

Sports and Sports Betting

Trusted News

▪

▪

Delivering digital video at scale, with 164 million
monthly average video plays across our O&Os
and YouTube year-to-date8

▪

Averaging more than 5 million unique monthly
visitors year-to-date through September, a 90%
increase from the same period in 2020.

▪

Finding new ways to interact with our audiences
through mobile features like “Near Me,” which
allows viewers to share content and get real-time
updates on the neighborhood-level

▪

1 2021

Locked On is reinventing local sports as the
leading local sports podcasting network, with
podcasts downloaded/viewed 75.6 million
times year-to-date through the end of Q3 20217,
up 36% versus last year

90 shows+ now also available on YouTube; on Aug.
1, debuted Locked On HBCU, the first-ever daily
podcast dedicated to HBCU athletes and sports

YTD vs 2020 YTD; Source: Google Analytics and Campaign Monitor
YTD vs 2020 YTD; Source: Google Analytics and YouTube Analytics
3 Advertising-Based Video on Demand
4 Source: ComScore
5 Source: Nielsen DMA Quarterly Universe Estimates July 2021, Excluding Broadband-Only Homes
6 As of September 2021. Source: Nielsen
7 As of September 2021. Source: Megaphone
8 As of September 2021. Sources: Google Analytics, YouTube Analytics
2 2021
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Best in Class Operator

M&A / Adjacencies

Growth Opportunities

Strong Balance Sheet

FCF / Capital Allocation

Premion Overview: OTT Advertising Innovation
Industry-Leading Premium CTV/OTT Advertising Platform

LOCAL
ADVERTISERS

PREMION

CONTENT
PROVIDERS

OTT
DEVICES

OTT
VIEWERS

Value Proposition for Advertisers, Publishers, and Local Broadcasters

✓

Advertisers: Provides a scalable, datadriven CTV/OTT advertising solution to
reach a highly-engaged streaming
audience in a targeted manner

✓

Publishers: Brings high-quality
advertising demand to publishers
from advertisers that they would not
have reached

✓

Local Broadcasters: Provides an
extension product for broadcasters
to recapture ad dollars migrating
with viewers to OTT platforms

With directly-sourced inventory from 125+ branded networks, Premion delivers brand-safe premium
Connected TV (CTV) and OTT impressions for local and regional advertisers at scale
18
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M&A / Adjacencies

Growth Opportunities

Strong Balance Sheet

FCF / Capital Allocation

OTT and Connected TV Streaming Monetization Extending Beyond TV Reach
Premion capitalizes on increased viewing on AVOD streaming services, provides
access to new markets and taps into a fast-growing and underpenetrated market beyond TV
Premion by the Numbers

$145M+

Connected TV (CTV) Market

Premion 2020
revenue
contribution

$29.5B
$24.2B

With continued strong revenue growth in 2021 of
45 to 50% and further growth beyond

Under-Penetrated Market1

50%

Growth1

Almost 75%
210
DMAs
4
U.S. HH
Local sales
force presence

$19.1B

Ad campaign
reach

Synergies with TEGNA’s
National AND Local Sales Forces

$14.4B

Minimal incremental investment
required for additional growth

Time spent viewing2

Strategic OTT Partnership
with Gray Television

…but only…

~5%

Premion’s
Competitive Advantage

of TV ad market3
2021

2022

2023

2024

Accelerates Premion’s already exceptional
growth by expanding local footprint and
leveraging Gray’s strong-performing stations

1

Connected TV Advertising Spending, Source: eMarketer, October 2021
Average time spent per day streaming on a connected device will be ~50% compared to the average time spent watching television
3 4.7% of projected total media ad spending
4 Households
2
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Robust Balance Sheet Creates Significant Capital Allocation Flexibility
Operating with a strong liquidity position:
▪

$1.3B+ undrawn capacity on revolving credit facility

▪

Refinancing actions further strengthen the balance sheet,
reduce interest expense, extend maturities

Net Leverage

4.92x

3.95x

Continued progress in reducing debt:
▪

Reduced net leverage from 3.95x at end of 2020 to 3.39x at the end of
Q3 2021; thus, achieved the year-end target of low 3x net leverage,
one quarter earlier than planned

▪

Now expect to achieve 3.2x net leverage by year-end

▪

Maintain below 4x net leverage when assessing additional capital allocation options

2019

2020

1

Moody’s sees TEGNA’s credit profile supported by its strength in operations,
material scale in the local broadcast sector, and growth prospects given
the strong market areas it operates in

Achieved year-end target of low 3x net leverage in Q3 2021, one quarter earlier than planned; now expect to achieve 3.2x net leverage by year-end

3.2x
2021

High Percentage of Fixed-Rate
Debt Ensures Low Cost of Debt in a
Rising Interest Rate Environment

Floating
Rate…

In June 2021, S&P upgraded our issuer credit rating from ‘BB-’ to ‘BB’ and
revised outlook to stable and in August 2021, Moody’s reaffirmed our Ba3
rating and stable outlook:
▪

(1)

Fixed
Rate
~96%
As of 30-Sept-2021
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Growing Free Cash Flow Conversion Driven by Subscription and Political Revenue
Expect to achieve the high end of 2020 to 2021 free cash flow as a percentage of revenue guidance range of 21.5 to 22.0%

21.5% - 22.0%
21.3%

19.1%

’18 / ’19

’19 / ’20

’20 / ’21

FCF Conversion
▪ Free cash flow as a percentage of ’19 / ‘20 revenue was 21.3%1, exceeding pre-COVID 2020 guidance of 19% - 20%2
▪ Forecasting continued improvement in FCF conversion relative to ’19 / ’20 and ’18 / ’19 as high margin subscription
and political revenue now comprises 50%+ of total company revenue
1 See

free cash flow reconciliation from GAAP net income to Free Cash Flow in our 2020 Form 10-K (page 34) and 2019 Form 10-K (page 28)
full-year 2020 guidance provided in January 9, 2020 and February 11, 2020 press releases

2 Reflects
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Balanced Capital Allocation Framework Supports
Creating Value and Returning Excess Capital
Continuing to flexibly leverage our strong balance sheet and robust capital
allocation framework to create and return value to shareholders

Accretive M&A

Dividend

Share Repurchases

~$1.8B

+36%

$300M

M&A transactions completed in
2018-191, representing 16 stations,
and immediately accretive to FCF
and EPS within nine months

increase to our quarterly
dividend to 9.5 cents per share,
beginning July 1st, implies
1.9% dividend yield2

Organic Investments

Deleveraging

$145M+

3.2x

in 2020 Premion revenue, reflecting
40%+ YoY growth with continued
strong revenue growth in 2021 of
45 to 50% and further growth beyond
all material acquisitions since becoming a pure-play in 2017, totaling ~$1.8B in value – KFMB’s San Diego
Stations, Toledo/Midland Odessa, True Crime/Quest. Dispatch, and Nexstar/Tribune divestitures
2 As of 10/29/21
1 Includes

announced plans to complete the
$300 million share repurchase
program, on an opportunistic basis
and subject to blackouts, one year
earlier than its expiration date in 2023

expected net leverage at
year-end 2021
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Experienced, Diverse Leadership Team Continues to Drive Record Results

Dave Lougee

Victoria D. Harker

Lynn Beall

President and
Chief Executive Officer

Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer

Executive Vice
President and COO
of Media Operations

Akin Harrison

Anne Bentley

Ed Busby

Senior Vice President
and General Counsel

Vice President and
Chief Communications Officer

Senior Vice President
of Strategy

Jeffery Newman

Kurt Rao

Grady Tripp

Senior Vice President and
Chief Human Resources Officer

Senior Vice President and
Chief Technology Officer

Vice President and
Chief Diversity Officer
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Our Board is Independent, Diverse and Highly Engaged
Howard D. Elias

Dave Lougee

Gina L. Bianchini

Stuart J. Epstein

Independent Chairman, TEGNA
▪ Significant M&A experience –
oversaw integration of largest
tech transaction in history
▪ Chief Customer Officer and
President, Services and Digital,
Dell Technologies

President and CEO, TEGNA
▪ Deep knowledge of
media industry
▪ Former Joint Chairman,
National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB)

▪ Expertise and vision in
digital media
▪ M&A and ESG experience
▪ Founder and CEO,
Mighty Networks

▪ Extensive experience
overseeing local
broadcast television
▪ Former CFO, NBC Universal
▪ CFO, DAZN Group

Lidia Fonseca

Karen H. Grimes

Scott K. McCune

Henry W. McGee

▪ Significant expertise in
overseeing strategic
transformations
▪ EVP, Chief Digital and
Technology Officer, Pfizer

▪ Shareholder perspective
and extensive
investment expertise
▪ Former Partner and Portfolio
Manager, Wellington Mgmt.

▪ Deep consumer marketing
and leadership experience
▪ Former VP, Global Media
and Integrated Marketing,
The Coca-Cola Company

▪ Significant business,
leadership and management
experience in media industry
▪ Former President, HBO
Home Entertainment

Susan Ness

Bruce P. Nolop

Neal Shapiro

Melinda C. Witmer

▪ Deep broadcast, media
policy and regulatory
knowledge
▪ Former FCC
Commissioner

▪ Financial, expense
management and strategic
transaction knowledge
▪ Former CFO, E*TRADE
Financial Corporation

▪ Broadcast industry,
operational and
programming experience
▪ Former President, NBC News
▪ President and CEO, WNET

▪ Expertise in media
operations, programming
and content
▪ Former Chief Video and
Content Officer, Time
Warner Cable

Gender and Racial Diversity of our Board

17%
1

As of October 29, 2021

Racially &
Ethnically
Diverse

42%

Female

Strong Board Independence
▪ 11 of 12 directors
are independent (92%)

▪ Average tenure of 7.3 years1

Active & Engaged Directors
▪ Significant time dedicated to Board strategy discussions
▪ Participation in extensive shareholder engagement
▪ Regularly evaluate all opportunities to create value
▪ Committed to enhancing ESG actions and reporting
▪ Strong oversight over DE&I
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Accelerating and Enhancing Our Long-Standing Commitment to DE&I and ESG

2017

2018

2019

Established ESG Board Oversight and Sustainability Reporting

✓ Defined our purpose to
Serve the Greater Good
of our communities and
established our
corporate values

✓ Established PPRC
Committee with oversight
of “the Company’s policies
and programs relating to
corporate social
responsibility”

✓ Published our first
Social Responsibility
Highlights Reports and
launched the Social
Responsibility section
of TEGNA.com

For more
information
on our ESG
practices and
recent updates:
▪ Social Responsibility
Website
▪ Social Responsibility
Highlights Report

2020

2021+

Enhanced ESG Strategy; Established Goals and Action Plans

✓ Amended PPRC charter to
include sustainability and
ESG-related matters

✓ Assigned Board-level
oversight of diversity topics
across all of our Board
Committees to ensure
diversity is overseen across
our organization

✓ Formalized Diversity, Equity,

✓ Conducting Greenhouse
Gas Emissions Inventory
for Scopes 1, 2 and 3 to
develop long-term goals
and action plan

✓ Providing SASB disclosure
aligned with the Media
& Entertainment
industry
standard

and Inclusion goals for 2025

✓ Developed a proprietary multiyear Inclusive Journalism
Program in partnership with
the Poynter Institute

✓ Established a more robust
ESG framework
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Taking Actionable Steps on DE&I
2025 Diversity and Inclusion Goals and Progress
Content Teams

Increase the diversity of our content teams (news, digital and marketing employees) to
reflect the aggregate BIPOC* diversity of the communities we serve, which is ~36%.

Content
Management

Increase BIPOC representation in content leadership roles by 50%. Improving diversity
in editorial roles ensures our coverage and storytelling reflects diverse perspectives
and decision-making.

Company
Management

Increase BIPOC representation across all management roles within the organization by 50%.

We are currently progressing at or above the rate of
change needed to achieve our 2025 goals.
In 2020:

✓ 37.3% of new hires were racially & ethnically diverse
✓ 31.4% of promotions were earned by racially &
ethnically diverse employees

Transparent Workforce Diversity Reporting (as of year-end 2020)
Women

Men

Asian

Black or African
American

Hispanic or
Latino

White

Other

N/A1

Management2

41.6%

58.4%

2.5%

6.8%

5.0%

81.6%

1.5%

2.6%

Professionals

47.2%

52.8%

3.1%

12.5%

9.8%

68.8%

2.6%

3.2%

All Other Employees

49.2%

50.8%

1.6%

11.5%

8.6%

73.8%

2.0%

2.5%

U.S. Employee Profile

Current Actions Underway to Support DE&I
Actively seeking diverse talent
through recruiting

Gathering input from our
D&I Working Group

Investing in a multi-year inclusive
journalism program

Requiring unconscious and implicit
bias training for all employees

Partnering with a third-party research firm to conduct diversity
& inclusion content audits at all 49 newsrooms in 2021;
completed 22 audits and delivered 14 to stations to date

Championing
LGBTQ equality

Corporate Equality Index for
Fifth Consecutive Year

* BIPOC – Black, Indigenous and People of Color
1 N/A
2

= not available or not disclosed.
Defined as “Executive/Senior Level Officials and Managers” and “First/Mid-Level Officials and Managers” in our demographic representation data, or EEO-1
information, which is submitted annually to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
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Making Our Company and Communities Better Places to Work and Live
Social
Investing in Our People
Workforce Engagement
▪ Recognized by Achievers for leadership in and commitment
to increasing engagement of our workplace
Talent Development
✓ Manager training
✓ Content leadership training
✓ Leadership development ✓ News leadership forum

Serving Our Communities
In 2021, named to The Civic 50 for the
second consecutive year

✓ Inside-out sales training

Employee Well-Being
▪ Investment in physical and mental health and wellness resources for employees and
their families throughout the COVID-19 pandemic
▪ Long track record of taking an employee-focused approach to keeping colleagues healthy and
safe at our stations and offices, and expanding benefits coverage:

2018
• Introduced rate table for medical
premiums by salary tier
• Expanded benefit coverage to include
part-time employees
• Enhanced 401(k)s to vest 100% on
day 1 (rather than 3-year vesting) and
match up to 4%

2019
• Kept employee premium costs flat
• Kept expanded vision and dental
benefits

2020
• Annual premiums reduced by $400
for singles-$1000 for families
• Introduced new PPO plan
• Increased Health Savings Account
annual contributions
• Introduced 12 weeks of maternity
leave paid at 100%
• Introduced Health Care Flexible
Spending Accounts for PPO plan
• Established Juneteenth as a paid
company holiday

$1.85M

330 Community Grants in 2021 to address
pressing community needs

1,900+

Employee gifts approved, that together with
the TEGNA Foundation Matching Gifts, total
$1.3M+ to causes and nonprofits in 2021 YTD

2021
• Parental leave expanded to 6 weeks
paid at 100% for all new parents
• Enhanced fertility coverage
• Introduced Applied Behavioral
Analysis (ABA) Therapy
• Added Care@Work Membership
• Added HIV PrEP coverage

2022
• Introducing expanded mental health
coverage and new employee
assistance program
• Increasing adoption reimbursement
from $2,500 to $10K
• Introducing surrogacy reimbursement
up to $10K
• Adding free frames through Vision
Freedom Pass Plus coverage
• Increasing coverage for hair
prosthesis through medical plan
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Making Tangible, Positive Impact on Our Communities; Providing Trusted Journalism and Content

Spotlight: TEGNA Stations Changing Lives and Laws
KING in Seattle received a prestigious Peabody Award in the Public Service category for “Facing Race,”
a multi-part series that explores issues of racial injustice in the aftermath of the murder of George Floyd
KPNX in Phoenix received a Walter Cronkite Award for reporting on systemic racism for “The Work is Hard
and Not Done: Being Black in the Valley,” which explores the Black experience and historical events in Arizona

KARE in Minneapolis received a national Edward R. Murrow Award for “Minneapolis Unrest,” covering
the widespread looting, rioting and arson in the Twin Cities area following the murder of George Floyd
by Minneapolis Police
WWL in New Orleans received the national Edward R. Murrow Award for Excellence in Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion for “The Talk;” this is the first year the Murrows have given awards in the DE&I category
WXIA in Atlanta won a News & Documentary Emmy for “911: Still Lost on the Line – Parkland,” an
investigation into the failures and flaws in the 911 communication system that were promised in the wake
of the mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland
TEGNA stations’ VERIFY reporting has fought misinformation and disinformation and helped viewers and users
distinguish between true and false information
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Protecting and Preserving our Environment and Minimizing Our Carbon Footprint
Environment
Being responsible stewards of our resources is an essential part of building a sustainable future for our stakeholders
▪ TEGNA is conducting a Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures gap analysis
to develop goals and set action plans for Scope 1, 2 and 3 greenhouse gas emissions
▪ We have taken, or committed to take, actionable steps as a result of our findings, including:
Conducting Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
Inventories / Assessments

✓ Completed a GHG inventory during Q3 2021 across our
direction operations (Scopes 1 and 2)

✓ Completed a relevance assessment and inventory of our
indirect value chain GHG emissions (Scope 3)

Setting Environmental Goals

We will set long-term goals and develop action plans in
Q4 2021 that incorporate science-based targets for:
▪ GHG emissions reduction

▪ Water management

▪ Waste management

▪ Energy efficiency across our sites
including renewable electricity

▪ TEGNA stations also provide significant environmental sustainability content through
our reporting and investigative journalism
‒ Our stations regularly report on environmental, climate and sustainability issues
that impact our communities
In February 2021, WFAA won a duPont-Columbia University award for VERIFY Road Trip: Climate Truth,
which took a climate change skeptic on a journey to meet experts and witness first-hand the effects of global warming
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Effective, Ethical Management and Board Practices
Governance

Instituted strong corporate governance practices to ensure that TEGNA operates
in ways that support the long-term interests of our shareholders

✓ Strong Board
Independence

✓ Independent
Board Chair

✓ Ongoing Board

✓ Regular Shareholder

Refreshment

✓ Balanced

Engagement

Bylaw Provision

✓ Annual Performance

Board Tenure

Evaluations

✓ Proxy Access

✓ Annually Elected
Directors

✓ Removed Supermajority
Voting Provisions

✓ Board / Committee
ESG Oversight

To further embed our commitment to DE&I and accountability into our governance, our Board
incorporated specific areas of DE&I oversight into each Board committee charter

Leadership Development & Comp. Committee

Nominating & Governance Committee

Monitoring and supporting DE&I performance and increasing
diversity of employees / management

Overseeing racial, ethnic and gender diversity of the Board

Public Policy & Regulatory Committee

Audit Committee

Reviewing approach to initiatives and promotion
of diversity in news and content

Monitoring finance and asset management-related DE&I efforts
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Enhancing ESG Across TEGNA to Secure a Sustainable Future
Progressing ahead of schedule on each of our specific and publicly disclosed diversity
and inclusion goals and taking further action to support DE&I across TEGNA

Investing in our people and our communities through improved
benefits and community engagement

Trusted, impactful journalism supports our purpose of serving the greater good

Enhanced oversight, programs, reporting, and accountability
further our commitment to ESG
Previously announced TCFD gap analysis will inform our long-term
environmental goals and action plans
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Executing on All of Our Strategic Pillars and DE&I / ESG Focus Areas
❑

Proven operational excellence reflected in third quarter total company revenue, driven by record third quarter
subscription and advertising and marketing services (AMS) revenue and continued cost discipline

❑

Record AMS revenue exceeds pre-pandemic levels due to broad based strength across advertising categories
despite supply chain issues in the automotive category, with legalized sports betting now the 7th largest category

❑

Expectations for continued growth and value creation are evident in our 2021 fourth quarter and full-year guidance,
with another record midterm political year anticipated in 2022

❑

Generating significant free cash flow growth as a result of continued growth in subscription revenue and
improvement in AMS revenue, along with expense and balance sheet management

❑

Strong performance enables multiple capital allocation opportunities to maximize value for our shareholders
including organic and inorganic investments, quarterly dividends, and share repurchases, all while reducing leverage

❑

Furthering our diversity, equity and inclusion efforts to ensure our newsrooms, leadership and content fully reflect
the communities we serve

❑

Advancing our corporate responsibility actions, accountability and transparency, all supported by TEGNA’s
purpose to make a difference in our work, our company and our communities
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